
Wireless Ergonomic Mouse with
Bluetooth and USB-C/USB-A
Item No.  AC5155

Switch between 3 devices | 2400 dpi | Wireless | Bluetooth

2x | USB-C / USB-A combo receiver | silent click

Ergonomic mouse that helps prevent many common

symptoms of mouse related strain injuries

DESCRIPTION

Switch between 3 devices | 2400 dpi | Wireless | Bluetooth 2x | USB-C / USB-A combo receiver | silent click

Ergonomic mouse that helps prevent many common symptoms of mouse related strain injuries

Multi-connect button: switch between 3 devices: 2x Bluetooth and 1x 2.4GHz with the included USB-C/USB-A

receiver

Optical sensor and DPI switch 1000/1600/2400 to select your preferred level of accuracy and precision

7 silent click buttons including back/forward thumb buttons and solid scroll wheel

Intelligent power-saving function and on/off switch to save battery energy

 Hoe kunnen we je helpen?

https://www.act-connectivity.com/en-us/


Prevent mouse-related strain injuries with the ACT AC5155 Wireless Ergonomic Mouse. Connect this mouse to

three different devices simultaneously via Bluetooth (2x) and the USB-C/USB-A combo receiver (1x). The receiver

can be stored inside the mouse. Choose your preferred accuracy with the DPI switch: 1000/1600/2400. Accessible

thumb buttons ensure fast navigation through web pages. Additionally, the mouse has an intelligent power-saving

function and an on/off switch.

Control three devices with one mouse, easily switch between the devices

The AC5155 Ergonomic Multi-Connect Wireless Mouse can be used on three different devices, including computers, laptops

and tablets. Connect the mouse to two devices via Bluetooth or to a computer or laptop via the included 2-in-1 receiver.

Switch between the devices using the dedicated button on the side of the mouse. The LED on the mouse shows which

device is active.

Prevent mouse-related strain injuries

Use the AC5155 Ergonomic Mouse to help prevent mouse-related strain injuries. This ergonomic mouse is designed to fit

your hand comfortably and maintain a natural hand and arm position.

2-in-1 receiver

Would you like to connect the wireless mouse to a computer/laptop with a USB-C or USB-A port? The AC5155 has a special

USB dongle. Despite its compact design, the dongle has both a USB-C and USB-A connector and can be stored in the

mouse’s battery compartment.

Connect via Bluetooth: use the mouse without a dongle

Want to use the mouse but forgot the USB dongle? Don’t stress out! Simply connect the mouse to your device via Bluetooth.

Pair the AC5155 with two different Bluetooth devices.

DPI switch: 1000/1600/2400

Select your preferred level of accuracy and precision with ease using the DPI switch. Choose between the DPI levels:

1000/1600/2400 and select your preferred level.

For professional and home use

The AC5155 has a comfortable grip. Use the solid scroll wheel and the accessible side buttons to navigate through

applications and pages.

Low battery power saving

The Ergonomic Wireless Mouse has an intelligent power-saving feature. The mouse enters a sleep mode when it hasn’t

been used for a while. The mouse also has a physical on/off switch so you can fully disable the mouse. Ideal for extending

the battery life when the mouse is stored in a laptop bag and the buttons are accidentally touched.

SPECIFICATIONS

Product category Keyboard and Mouse

Connection type Bluetooth 3.0, Bluetooth 5.0, Wireless 2.4 Ghz



Sensor LED

Adjustable DPI Yes

Number of buttons 7

Silent keys/buttons Yes

Left- or right handed Right handed

Ergonomic mouse Yes

Colour Black, Silver

Computer connection USB A male (x1), USB C male (x1)

Power supply Battery

Battery type Replaceable (1x AA)

Batteries included Yes

Energy saving Automatic standby, On/off switch

DPI 1000, 1600, 2400

Warranty (years) 5

EAN code 8716065529944


